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RÉSUMÉ Un débat a fait surface au sein de la communauté archivistique à savoir si l'archiviste est le créateur de la mémoire du passé ou simplement un agent au service des créateurs. Une école de pensée voit l’archiviste comme le « gardien » des documents dont le rôle est de les préserver et de les rendre accessibles à d’autres, ces derniers devenant ainsi ceux qui forgent notre connaissance du passé. Une école alternative définit l’archiviste comme créateur autonome à titre d’auteur des documents d’archives. Dans cette perspective, les archivistes jouent un rôle crucial dans la création de la mémoire d’une société et de ses différentes facettes en créant des silences – ces trous dans notre connaissance du passé – par le biais d’une diversité d’interventions professionnelles. En premier lieu, l’article examine ce débat à l’aide du cas restreint des archives militaires canadiennes de la Première Guerre mondiale. On présente d’abord un récit de la constitution de ces archives et des deux stratégies contemporaines à la Guerre destinées à documenter le conflit. En deuxième lieu, et brièvement, on considère comment les archivistes qui se sont succédé depuis ont porté des jugements de valeur sur ces documents tout en les respectant et en leur offrant une « visibilité archivistique. » Troisièmement, et en guise de conclusion, on propose des observations sur l’archiviste comme auteur ou créateur de la mémoire. L’article répond à la proposition faite par Terry Cook pour que les archivistes examinent eux-mêmes leurs politiques de la mémoire – une exploration de ce dont on se souviendra et de ce qui sera relégué aux oubliettes, ce à quoi concourent toutes les fonctions archivistiques.

ABSTRACT A debate has emerged within the archival community: is the archivist a creator of our memory of the past, or merely a helper to the actual creators? One school of thought defines the archivist as the “guardian” of the record, whose role is to preserve it and make it available to others, the creators of our knowledge of the past. An alternative school defines the archivist as an autonomous creator, as the author of the archival record. From this perspective, archivists play a critical role in the creation of society’s memory, and, its logical obverse, in creating silences – gaps in our knowledge of the past – across the spectrum of our professional work. This article examines this debate in a narrow context, the Canadian military record of the First World War, by presenting, first, a narrative of the history of this record and the two contemporary archival strategies employed to document the war. Second, very briefly, it considers how subsequent archivists have made judgements of value respecting these records by giving them an “archival profile.” Third, by way of a conclusion, it offers observations about the archivist as author, as a creator of memory. This paper is a response to Terry Cook’s call for the examination by archivists of “our own politics of memory” – an
My argument hinges on a short word, the distinction captured in the juxtaposition of the contemporary slogans “archives for the creation of memory” and “archives as the creation of memory.” By the former, the archivist is defined primarily as the custodian of the record – a “device” of public memory, in the words of one archival educator, “but not its creator or interpreter.”2 This school of thought – which has been called neo-Jenkinsonian – defines the archivist’s primary task as guaranteeing that a record is archival, that is, it retains the key attributes of impartiality and authenticity.3 As guardian of the record, the archivist’s duty is to preserve it and make it available to others (for example, historians), the true creators of our knowledge of the past. “The Archivist’s career,” Sir Hilary enjoined us repeatedly, “is one of service. He exists in order to make other people’s work possible.”4

An alternative school of thought, advocated here, defines the archivist not as a mere instrument of the real creators of our memory of the past, but as an autonomous creator. As the author of the archival record, the archivist plays a critical role in the construction of our knowledge of the past and, its logical obverse, in creating silences – gaps in memory. Our authorship, the particular story we choose to tell, reflects judgements we make across the spectrum of our professional work, from the advice we offer records creators through to our appraisal and acquisition decisions to our arrangement and description work to our reference and public programming activities. As the product of archival politics, of purposive archival intervention, the record requires not only guarding, but our close scrutiny.5

This wide-ranging debate on the archivist’s role, and the profound implications that role has for the status of archives as evidence, is addressed here through a case study centring on the Canadian military record of the First World War. At one level, this paper can be read as a history of this record: it outlines an account of its creation and the two contemporary archival strategies employed by Max Aitken and Arthur Doughty to document Canada’s participation in the Great War, then reviews its subsequent construction by archivists. More importantly, this paper uses this case study to respond to Terry Cook’s call for the examination by archivists of “our own politics of memory” – what is remembered and what is forgotten – across the various archival functions.6

The First World War was the first of the great world-wide conflicts of this
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The century, pitting the “Central Powers” of Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey, and smaller allies against the “Entente,” the British Empire, France, Russia, Italy, Japan, the United States, and their allies. The war’s most immediate consequence was mass bereavement. The Great War, as it was called at the time, left an estimated 8.6 million soldiers dead, along with millions of civilians, including those killed in the twentieth century’s first genocide, suffered by the Armenians. By nurturing Bolshevism in Russia and National Socialism in Germany, with their catastrophic consequences, and in response, the mobilization of democratic states under Anglo-American leadership, the war has had deep repercussions for the political events of our century. The war also had the more immediate effect, at least according to liberal nationalist Canadian historiography, of giving birth to a distinct sense of Canadian – rather than British Imperial – nationality.

Canada, with a population of under 8 million, necessarily played a small part in the conflict. Shortly after the British declaration of war in August 1914, Canada offered an initial contingent of 25,000 soldiers for service overseas. The 1st Canadian Division was fighting in France by early 1915. That autumn the Canadian Corps was formed, incorporating the 1st and 2nd Canadian Divisions, and the Canadian Cavalry Brigade. Further contingents and reinforcement drafts continued to be sent overseas. By the time of the Armistice in November 1918, the Canadian Corps had expanded to include four infantry divisions and corps units. Other Canadian units, including some artillery batteries, engineering companies, and railway and forestry troops, served directly under British command in France and Belgium. Still other units, responsible for administrative support, training, forestry, and medical care, served in England. Canadian hospitals were sent to the eastern Mediterranean; an engineering unit built bridges in Palestine. Canada also joined with other western nations in sending contingents to Murmansk and Siberia in an unsuccessful effort to resist the Bolshevik seizure of power in Russia. The Canadian Expeditionary Corps (CEF), as the army raised during the war was designated, grew to nearly 620,000 in the course of the conflict, of whom roughly 425,000 served overseas. Canada suffered approximately 60,000 killed and 170,000 wounded. By way of comparison: the United States, with a population eleven times Canada’s, lost 48,000 dead.

Our memory is our knowledge of the past. We generally speak of two levels of documented memory: the contemporary record and the secondary literature subsequently constructed from that record. The record is the essential path to the past, the site where an event is originally documented – “the only direct access we have to past actions.” It can exist in any one of multiple contemporary or historical media. Personal and family memory (family oral traditions and the recollections of individuals) and what has come to be called social memory (traditions which span a larger community) are not records unless they are captured on a recording medium. Non-recorded memory is
unsustainable over the long term. “With the loss of books,” wrote Orderic Vitalis, an English monk born in 1075, “the deeds of the ancients pass into oblivion ... with the changing world, as hail or snow melt in the waters of a swift river swept away by the current never to return.”

To understand the past requires analysis of both how the contemporary record was constructed – a function we associate with archives – and how a secondary literature was constructed from that record: the task of the historian. It is well understood that the manner in which the First World War has been represented by historians has shifted continuously, subject to historiographical fashion. Interpretations of the past change. But as well, at a more fundamental level, the bedrock on which this literature sits – the archival record of the war – was constructed and reconstructed by the decisions made by archivists during the war to advise records creators, acquire records on the spot, and create records themselves; and by the actions of subsequent generations of archivists to appraise, acquire, and re-appraise records, and lend meaning to archival holdings through their descriptive, reference, and public programming decisions. The production and reproduction of the archival record – the flux of the documentary landscape – warrant the same close scrutiny from archivists that the writing of history has received from historians.

The Creation of the War Record

The Canadian war, fought on many fronts, was administered in a handful of offices. In Canada, the Ministry of Militia and Defence in Ottawa was responsible for the recruitment, preliminary training, and dispatch overseas of recruits. In England, the Ministry of the Overseas Military Forces of Canada oversaw the administration of Canada’s expeditionary forces, and functioned as liaison between the Canadian government and the British government, the War Office, and British General Headquarters (GHQ). The Canadian Section at British GHQ was responsible for personnel in France and Belgium.

Records were created by and exchanged between units and formations in the Canadian military overseas and in Canada in order to communicate and document official decisions; records registry offices in Ottawa, London, and at the Canadian Section at British GHQ made what effort they could to impose order on the masses of documents they received. Fortunately, the majority of records were administrative, prepared on official forms, and subject to clearly articulated rules and procedures, widely distributed to the thousands of newly minted adjutants and records clerks. The growing level of entitlements associated with service, and greater emphasis placed on individual merit as the basis of promotion, swelled the heavy burden of paper carried by the military. Personnel files, which assembled necessary information about individuals in a convenient manner, were the major documentary product of the First World War. The Canadian Records Office at the Overseas Ministry in London had a staff of nearly one thousand to manage these files alone.
The urge to document the war was powerful: contemporaries recognized it as a momentous event. Dominion Archivist Arthur Doughty labelled it “the outstanding event in Canadian history for generations to come.”

As government redefined itself to wage war more effectively, assuming ever greater responsibility for regulating economic and social life, the volume of public records grew rapidly. The “makeshift expedients” employed in war administration and records-keeping raised fears that considerable quantities of valuable records would be lost, particularly because an equally rapid decline in government activity was predicted at the war’s end, after demobilization.

William Wood, member of a special mission sent at the behest of the Dominion Archivist from Canada to Europe to document the war effort, recognized that wartime records had emerged “like a flood” – and anticipated that they would dissipate just as rapidly.

The articulation of what we would now label documentation strategies produced two distinct wartime initiatives which anticipated the present-day debate within the archival literature on the archivist’s proper role. The one tactic was to survey the wide range of wartime activity, and make overtures to records creators to take custody postwar of government records and select private sector records once their operational use had ended. The other tactic, far more ambitious, was to author the archival record even more clearly by wide-ranging and pointed advice on records creation and maintenance, by aggressive acquisition, by transcribing interviews with key participants, by requesting reports on activity, and by commissioning photographs, films, and art.

Each strategy had its influential advocate. On the one hand was the professional practitioner Arthur Doughty, Dominion Archivist of Canada from 1904 to 1935, learned historian, and widely published scholar. Indefatigable in the acquisition of records of relevance to Canada (he enjoyed great success in obtaining records from the aristocratic descendants of both French and British senior colonial officials), he was persuasive, cultured, and determined to document the war according to traditional archival principles and practice. On the other hand was amateur archivist Max Aitken, a brash, energetic self-made multi-millionaire from Newcastle, New Brunswick. Aitken was also a British Member of Parliament, raised to the peerage as Lord Beaverbrook in 1916, the same year he assisted Lloyd George in unseating Asquith as British Prime Minister. Even though he entered the British cabinet as Minister of Information in February 1918, Beaverbrook maintained his commitment to the authorship of the Canadian archival record to the end of the war.

**Max Aitken and the Canadian War Records Office**

At loose ends at the outbreak of the war in August 1914, Max Aitken returned to Canada from England that autumn, appeared on recruiting platforms, and resumed previous links with leading Canadian politicians including Prime
Minister Robert Borden, and Minister of Militia and Defence, Sam Hughes. Casting about for a means to participate in the war effort, Aitken arranged his appointment in January 1915 to the Canadian militia, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, to deal with “records generally appertaining to the Canadian Overseas Expeditionary Forces and particularly the reporting of all casualties occurring therein.” Aitken widened his role once the First Canadian Division went to France in March 1915, dubbing himself the “Canadian Eye-Witness” (the British also had their own “eye-witness,” their officially accredited war correspondent). Travelling extensively through the Canadian trenches, Aitken sent frequent short cables to Borden and Hughes and prepared lengthy biweekly and monthly narratives of the activities of Canadian units for Sam Hughes. Aiming “to follow the fortunes of the First Division in France, to share its experiences, to give to the public of Canada an account of the performances of its Regiments,” Aitken also provided colourful accounts to the Canadian press. His reports “were snatched from the firing line,” he acknowledged, “and what they gained in vividness, they may have lost in accuracy.”

In response to the chaos created by the masses of documents he had accumulated, Aitken established the Canadian War Records Office (CWRO) in January 1916. As he later explained to Borden in requesting financial assistance, he “consider[ed] [the] compilation of records of extraordinary importance and under existing conditions much valuable material will be lost unless proper system is put into shape at once.” The CWRO soon had a staff of eleven officers and seventeen men in England and in France. As initially planned, the Office was to function as a repository to which records were sent, read, sorted, filed, and indexed. But over time the simple collection of records became only one of three areas of activity. Soon, as well, the CWRO itself began to create records to document the war. Finally, it also assumed a growing role as publicist for Canada’s war effort. At the base of all CWRO activity was a self-consciously documentary impulse:

When a civilisation such as that of the modern world is suddenly thrust into the cauldron of a desperate war [one CWRO report explained], it knows enough of the value of the past to have no excuse for failing to record the present. It has, or should have, the imagination to realise how priceless the documents of the War will be to the remote future, for it knows what it would give for operation orders of the Battle of Hastings or a private Diary of William the Conqueror.

British army regulations, which governed the Canadian military during the First World War, required the creation of records for historical purposes. Orders were issued for each unit both in Canada and overseas to maintain a war diary “to furnish an accurate record of the operations from which the history of the war can subsequently be prepared.” Other historical information
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Units were thus required to produce something by way of “historical records,” and the CWRO acted rapidly to assert its authority over these materials. By September 1916 it arranged to have the war diaries of Canadian fighting units, which had been sent to the British as a matter of course, handed back.45 In a room donated by the Public Record Office, CWRO staff registered the arrival of war diaries, followed up on missing numbers, prepared duplicates by photostat for Imperial authorities (the British price for surrendering the originals), and finally filed and indexed the original diaries.46 In April 1917 the CWRO became the official repository for diaries created by Canadian units in the United Kingdom.47 Other historical documents were lodged at the principal CWRO office, which maintained an extensive collection of files organized by unit, into which records were placed about units’ historical origins, mobilization, and training; the honours and awards conferred on its officers and men; as well as summaries of operations, and related reports, maps, orders, and photos. Badges, regimental colours painted on cardboard, copies of general and routine orders, issues of the London Gazette, foreign propaganda (copies of French, German, Italian, and Belgian communiqués), trench magazines, and news clippings were also collected.48

The CWRO issued regular appeals to units for records.49 At its behest, the military authorities issued Routine Orders reminding units to send their files, correspondence, and other documents to the CWRO.50 The CWRO also made arrangements for the Canadian Records Office to forward “historical material” received from units.51 It as well made efforts to collect private photos, writing families of Victoria Cross winners, for instance, for photographs of the recipients.52

But Aitken was not satisfied with merely accepting the records of others. Confronted by the problem of documenting the war, particularly at the sharp end at the front, the CWRO intervened to fill the record gap.

The nature of modern war [one CWRO report argued] is the prevalence of confused and protracted struggles where the range of vision is limited to a few yards and each small group or Unit is aware of nothing but what is happening in its immediate neighbourhood. And it is precisely the stories of these groups which make up the battle as the fragments make up the mosaic, and which yet so seldom penetrate as far as the War Records Office, and through it to posterity. A Company Report or a really extensive and well-written account of an action composed by a Battalion Commander is therefore of priceless value, but such things are more rare than they should be, and every day makes them more irreplaceable as memory fades and the witnesses disperse.53

Discussion within the CWRO on documentary strategies was accompanied by an ongoing evaluation of the records it collected. In a document prepared for
A.E. Kemp, the Minister of the Overseas Military Forces of Canada, Aitken explained:

Into the system the incoming tide of material from the Canadian Corps is fitted as molten metal is poured into a mould, and can as readily be extracted for the historian as the occasion requires. The material is carefully examined and sifted, and exposed to rigid criticism. The omission of vital documents is instantly detected, and the whole passed through a sieve in the meshes of which inferior records of actions stick like large lumps. The object of this criticism is to guard against omissions or deficiencies which cannot be rectified in the future, and to point a warning finger at the weak points in our military narrative so that they may be made good before the actors have vanished from the scene.54

If his metaphor was mixed, Aitken’s aim was clear. The war diary was viewed as the basic tool for historical research, yet the official requirement to maintain diaries could easily become a virtual dead letter. Amid the welter of wartime demands, the maintenance of an accurate and complete record of activity was bound to be a low priority, especially for front-line units.55 At the CWRO, war diaries were read to identify technical defects (such as illegibility and factual omissions), and to evaluate their historical value.56 The CWRO frequently criticized diaries for their thin descriptions, and their lack of detailed appendices, maps, and sketches.57 Aitken, now Lord Beaverbrook, wrote to the commander of the Canadian Corps, Lord Byng, in February 1917 requesting his “help on a really very important matter”: the quality of war diaries.58 The CWRO subsequently issued periodic reports back to units “in which individual flaws and omissions are noted and recommendations for improvement made, together with general remarks and suggestions.”59

Other records were also scrutinized, such as those pertaining to the Battle of the Somme. The responsible CWRO officer regretted the absence of Company reports and “Special Interest” reports. In contrast to earlier battles the Somme “lack[ed] the interest and good stories,” he lamented, attributing this failure to the fact that, unlike earlier reports, the Somme material was not read until some time after it was received and “supplementary inquiries in special points” were not “made to individuals while the events were still fresh in their minds.”60 Problems of obtaining a suitable standard of record from units drew the CWRO to send what it called “records” officers to the front “to get those extraneous accounts which alone make the actions vivid and help to ensure real historical accuracy on the details of the fighting.” Duties included provision of advice on the writing of war diaries, on the spot assistance in solving problems of controversy over the historical record, action to address problems encountered over brigades revising battalion war diaries in the guise of editing, and finally, accumulation of knowledge of the terrain over which units
fought (thought to be useful in writing subsequent historical work)." Origi-
nally based at British GHQ, in the summer of 1917 CWRO records officers
moved closer to the front, to the headquarters of the Canadian Corps. 62 That
August two CWRO officers toured combat units, their mission being “to dis-
perse the idea held by some regiments that Diaries were a kind of formal rou-
tine to be filled up hastily at the end of the month, and another curious myth
that full accounts of actions were forbidden by the doctrine of military
secrecy.” 63

Records officers gathered both oral and written testimony from a range of
informants, “from survivors of important engagements and wounded soldiers”
and from the private soldier to the senior officer, recognizing that each had a
unique perspective to offer. 64 According to one CWRO report:

The stories come in many shapes and illustrate many types of mind. The Private or the
Sergeant gives an individual adventure in a direct and simple style. The Company
Commander after a hard-fought action sits down in a captured dugout to give his pen-
cilled account of the battle. The results are compressed into the iron form of the Battal-
ion Diary, or given by the Colonel in a fuller narrative of the whole action. The
Commanders of Brigades and Divisions send in their report dealing with the issue from
the broader standpoint of tactics and strategy. The Monthly Diaries of the Corps are
well kept and convey in a dry and official manner the essential facts of the situation. 65

Late in the war Beaverbrook called unsuccessfully for selected survivors of
actions which had occurred in 1915 before creation of the CWRO to be called
to London from France “in order that they may give their testimony.” 66
Escaped Canadian POWs, however, were interviewed routinely, and at the end
of the war, returned POWs were quizzed regarding “ill-treatment, unnecessary
punishment, food, sanitary accommodation, working conditions, etc., in the
several camps in which the prisoner had been confined.” 67 Perhaps the most
noteworthy instance of CWRO records creation was its role in deliberately fal-
sifying records. With Aitken’s assent, the Intelligence Department of British
GHQ planted false information about the movement and battles of Canadian
military units in the communiqués he provided to the Canadian press. 68

The CWRO also experimented very successfully with other media in docu-
menting war. Aitken saw a tremendous potential in photography “to obtain a
permanent and vivid impression, accessible to everyone, of what our men have
achieved.” 69 In April 1916 the CWRO received approval from the War Office
to appoint the first Official Canadian Photographer. 70 His first task was to doc-
ument all towns, buildings, positions, and trenches currently or previously
occupied by Canadian troops. 71 Plans then grew more ambitious. “We must
see our men climbing out of the trenches to the assault,” one CWRO report
affirmed, “before we can realise the patience, the exhaustion, and the courage
which are the assets and the tools of the modern fighting man.” 72 Over 4,500
photographs were taken by the end of the war. Film, which one CWRO officer described as “one of the most wonderful and potent of all modern inventions,” promised to be even more engaging. Beaverbrook was strongly drawn to film, “that subtle admixture of art, reality, and swift and dramatic movement, which rivet the eyes and mind past all withdrawing.” He also appreciated its wide appeal, “not to the elect alone but to the emotions common to humanity.” Lieutenant F.O. Bovill was appointed war cinematographer on 26 July 1916. The CWRO had shot 40,000 feet of film by the war’s end.

The Canadian War Memorials Fund (CWMF), established in November 1916, considerably extended the scope of wartime documentation strategies by commissioning war art. Beaverbrook was disturbed by the limited lifespan of photographs and film; he saw art as a documentary medium with “permanency and prestige.” Independent of the CWRO but still administered through it, the CWMF commissioned just over 1,000 works of art “in order that the episodes and general character of this colossal struggle and the personalities and figures of those who took part in it, may be rescued from oblivion.” War activity at home, at sea, and in the air, as well as at the front, was depicted in both traditional and modernist styles.

Records creation was the most striking aspect of the work of the CWRO, but it was pursued against considerable resistance. Censors resisted unnecessary exchange of information. Access to the front was restricted on the grounds of security, and hampered by the difficulty of wartime travel. Finally, “the men of action,” Beaverbrook explained, “have been impatient of the necessity of describing the things they have done.” The CWRO found its war publicity efforts a critical compensating source of support for its work.

Beaverbrook felt that the entry of the CWRO into “publicity” was a “natural growth” from its supply of records. Weekly communiqués of the activities of the Canadian Corps were compiled by CWRO representatives at the front, cabled to Canada, and sent to the British press. More substantial publications soon followed. (These publications reflected a continuum within records creation, encompassing archival, journalistic, and historical work.) Aitken published the book Canada in Flanders in 1916, and two more volumes of exploits of the Canadian Corps followed before the end of the war. Several other books as well were published before the war’s end, including one entitled Thirty Canadian VCs. The first volume of a history of the Canadian Army Medical Corps was published in 1918. The popular magazine Canada in Khaki began publication in 1917, replete with articles, pictures, and stories supplied free of charge by writers and artists, many serving in the CEF. The Canadian Daily Record, carrying news from Canada, was also inaugurated that month. By the end of the war 787 issues were published. The Canadian War Pictorial, filled with photos and illustrations, was issued every few months.
“What could not be foreseen,” Beaverbrook observed in 1918, “was the enormous part that publicity was to play in the present War. That came as a startling phenomenon, strange at least to all the Allies, and no Government had a Military Department ready for the occasion.”

Official efforts to mobilize consent had grown all the more pointed as signs of war weariness became evident. Public exhibitions and film, with a very broad reach, were seen as particularly effective tools to reach “the mind of the people.” In December 1916 the CWMF sponsored the first exhibition of CWRO photographs, held at the Grafton Galleries in London before touring England and Canada. Admission was charged, copies sold, and profits amounted to over 1,000 pounds, used to support further CWMF work. A second exhibition, featuring the seizure of Vimy Ridge by the Canadian Corps, opened in July 1917 in London. What was touted as the largest photograph in the world, measuring 22 by 11 feet, helped to attract 80,000 visitors to the exhibition. The War Memorials Fund also underwrote Fund activities by sponsoring public exhibitions of war art. Above all, the CWRO saw the “enormous value [of film] for the purposes of propaganda. It might indeed almost have been invented for that purpose,” it reported; “there is a limit to the public appetite even for the best of written propaganda” – but none, apparently, to cinema. The CWRO program was extensive. Beaverbrook was Chairman of the War Office Cinematograph Committee, which distributed eight minutes of newsreel weekly to be shown before feature films throughout Great Britain, the Empire, and allied and neutral nations. Beaverbrook made a point of including CWRO material “devoted to the exploits of the Canadian Corps” within newsreels.

Arthur Doughty and the War Records Survey

Arthur Doughty, Dominion Archivist of Canada, made his first wartime visit to England in the spring of 1916. Arguing that “the present war will be a great feature in Canadian history,” Doughty had written his Minister in December 1915, recommending that he be sent overseas to collect records, both official and private, created by Canadian troops. After renewing his call a month later, pleading “urgent need,” Doughty was “detailed to proceed Overseas on special service in connection with research and archives” with the rank of honorary major. Doughty was quick to visit the CWRO, concerned that it eclipsed his prerogatives as Dominion Archivist. In fact, on the eve of his departure for Europe, he had remarked to Sir Edmund Walker, president of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, that the purpose of his visit was to “save the material from which a true account of Canada in the war could be written ... so that we shall not depend on such men as Sir Max Aitken.”
According to Beckles Willson, one of Aitken’s assistants, Doughty made his entry into the CWRO one day in May 1916, announced that “as Dominion Archivist, all Canadian records – civil, naval, and military were by statute under his control” – and then left, to the amazement of CWRO staff. \(^{100}\) Whatever the truth of that first encounter, an accommodation was soon made between the two archivists. Doughty recorded his impressions of Aitken in his diary:

He is evidently a man of action ... Seems strange to find him engaged in the work of making a record of the war. He is evidently in earnest about it and is determined to make it a success. He is full of enthusiasm, of good judgement. Whatever may be his motive he is doing the work well. Asked me for suggestions ... the right man in the right place.\(^{101}\)

Aitken invited Doughty to his country estate on a couple of occasions, agreed to provide Doughty with a report on CWRO work, and promised that CWRO records would go to the Public Archives of Canada at the end of the war.\(^ {102}\) Aitken also arranged for Doughty to visit France with accreditation from the CWRO “in order that he may there make an investigation as to the methods of preserving Canadian War Records in the Field.”\(^ {103}\) Four of Doughty’s London staff were seconded to work in the War Diaries Section of the CWRO.\(^ {104}\) Doughty prolonged his visit to the United Kingdom in order to assist Aitken with advice.\(^ {105}\)

But Doughty did not find the work of the CWRO entirely adequate.\(^ {106}\) On his return to Canada, he drafted a memo to the Prime Minister outlining a project to conduct a comprehensive survey of war records.\(^ {107}\) He underlined the importance of acting now while the war continued: “It is only while the organization is a living organism that one can obtain all the sources of information.”\(^ {108}\) In part, Doughty was dissatisfied by the scope of CWRO activities, which focussed on the fighting units; he wished to document all aspects of the war effort, including work at the provincial and municipal levels of government and that undertaken by private organizations. Doughty’s professional rigour is evident in his concern that records creators and their interrelationships be documented (rather than records simply inventoried or collected); he saw fit to outline the archival principle of provenance in his memo to the Prime Minister. Doughty may not have condemned Aitken’s efforts to create a documentary record, but he was clearly more comfortable with more conventional definitions of the archival record. “All original sources have value, but for accuracy of fact the documentary evidence left by the transaction itself is almost always of more use than the descriptive account of the transaction written by the onlooker,” he wrote. Aitken, in contrast, looked for the good story – and was not above creating it himself. Concern over custodial practices at the CWRO may have underlain Doughty’s advice to the Prime Minister that “care
should be taken to exercise supervision over any records that may be extracted from fyles for the purpose of preparing studies on special subjects connected with the war, as experience has proved that this practice often leads to the loss of valuable records.” Doughty may also have wished to strengthen his claim to war records, recommending that “the final use to which the Survey can be put is as a co-ordinating body to facilitate the eventual concentration of all the original evidence in one national collection at Ottawa.”

The Order in Council authorizing the survey – and providing $5,000 from the War Vote – recognized “the necessity for the immediate and thorough steps to preserve the various records of the war so that they may be available and intelligible for historical and other uses in the future.” Doughty had major ambitions for this work, which was to embrace “all the activities of the Government.” He outlined a plan to Prime Minister Borden whereby a document series of First World War records would be published similar to the fifteen volume *Documents Relating to the Constitutional History of Canada, 1759–1791*, produced by the Public Archives over the decade prior to the war.

Members of the War Records Survey met in Ottawa in May 1917 to plan their work and divide responsibilities. Five members, under the direction of Brigadier-General Ernest Cruickshank, head of the Army Historical Section, were to survey war activities in Canada. The three members responsible for the survey of activities overseas, the Canadian Special Mission – with Doughty at its head – departed on the *Metagama* for England on 2 June 1917.

Few archivists have journeyed to appraise records under such perilous circumstances: the ship immediately ahead in the convoy, as well as the vessel directly astern, were both sunk by U-Boat. Once in Great Britain, mission members personally inspected Allied war activities of relevance to Canada and arranged for copies of pertinent documents. The Royal Navy, responsible for the convoy of Canadian soldiers overseas, was particularly helpful. While the units at the front were outside of the scope of the Special Mission, every other Canadian unit received a questionnaire requesting an outline of its war activities, its hierarchical and other functional relationships, its records classification system, and its plans for the future disposal of war records. Because commanding officers responded defensively, concerned that their units were under investigation, members of the Special Mission often found a follow-up visit to the unit invaluable. Compromises were struck, Doughty received his responses, and the units received undertakings about the uses to which the information would be put. Military secrecy was guaranteed; concerns over the potential for military embarrassment were mollified. Work nevertheless proceeded more slowly than Doughty had anticipated: “the want of proper authority” with the military caused delay, he said; “it was very difficult to get all the officers to give the sort of information that was required”; and
finally, Doughty had not anticipated that “the organization was so extensive.”

Doughty returned to Canada in early September dissatisfied over “the lack of
support” he felt he had received in England and France – Wood arriving in
November and Lanctôt with the balance of the survey in March 1919.\textsuperscript{117} In
total, 150 reports on overseas activity were prepared and deposited in the Public
Archives of Canada.\textsuperscript{118}

On his return to Canada, Doughty was disappointed to discover the state of
the records survey there. Although he hoped to carry on with the survey “as
originally intended,” Doughty was drawn into an increasingly time-consum-
ing role as official collector of war trophies for the Canadian government.\textsuperscript{119}

Colonel Wood, who was given charge of the project, discussed plans with
Doughty to approach provincial premiers asking them for authorization to
request information from their ministers and deputy heads.\textsuperscript{120} But the plan was
never pursued. A rebuff from the Militia Department in Quebec City – Wood’s
place of residence – anticipated the frustrations Wood soon faced in conduct-
ing the Canadian phase of the War Records Survey. Officials in Quebec,
Doughty reported, “could not comply with his request without some direct
instructions from the Militia Department in Ottawa.”\textsuperscript{121} With the Armistice,
official interest in documenting the war dissipated rapidly. The survey of war
records in Canada fell far short of the standard set by the overseas survey.\textsuperscript{122}

\textit{Custodial History}

The postwar fate of the documentary record of the war was of common con-
cern to both Beaverbrook and Doughty. Essential to the acquisition and pres-
ervation of records was space for storage, and the Public Archives of Canada
had nowhere near adequate room for the masses of records that had accumu-
lated.\textsuperscript{123} The Dominion Archivist took the opportunity presented by the suc-
cess of the Canadian Corps at Vimy Ridge in April 1917 to write his Minister,
Secretary of State E.L. Patenaude, to argue that there was “only one suitable
monument to fittingly celebrate such an important event and that was the erec-
tion of a building in which to deposit all the records of the Confederation.”\textsuperscript{124}

Unfortunately, Patenaude resigned from Cabinet six weeks later over the intro-
duction of Conscription and never responded to Doughty’s proposal. Shortly
afterwards Doughty called for a “Canadian War Archives House” to mark the
Canadian Jubilee, the fiftieth anniversary of Confederation.\textsuperscript{125} Recognizing
that “the interval between the active use of the papers and their deposit in a
permanent resting place in the Dominion is the danger period,” Doughty con-
tinued to lobby on behalf of a strategy whereby records would be consolidated
in England, culled, arranged, and described before shipment back to a new
repository in Canada.\textsuperscript{126} Doughty was given his opportunity when in Decem-
ber 1918 he was appointed to a three-man Commission on War Records and
War Trophies, which was mandated to recommend suitable accommodation
for wartime documents and artifacts. The Commission’s report urged that a “Memorial Building” be built in Ottawa as a repository for the Canadian War Memorials Fund paintings and portraits, the Canadian War Records Office material, and war trophies, and with a hall or chapel for memorial services and assemblies. Beaverbrook commissioned an architect to design a building – and promised a significant financial contribution to the project. But nothing occurred. Postwar budget restrictions and a growing revulsion against the war ensured that no special repository for the records of the First World War was ever built in Canada. For lack of archival space, Doughty was in no position immediately after the war to pursue aggressively the record he had surveyed so assiduously.

At the war’s end, all military records first came under the custody of the Department of Militia and Defence in Ottawa, where efforts continued – lasting for decades – to impose order on the mass of wartime documents. Three categories of records were at issue: the registry files created both overseas and in Canada (on which the War Records Survey had focussed its attention); the personnel files and related documents maintained at the Canadian Records Office; and the historical records created in many media by the CWRO.

Registry files held at the various branches of the Ministry of the Overseas Military Forces of Canada were sent after the war to the central registry at Militia Headquarters in Ottawa, where a separate Overseas Section was created. In Canada, every military district was directed to convene a Board of Officers to review its central registry files. Considerable discretion was given for their disposition: “useless matter” was to be destroyed; documents “of historical value” were to be sent to the Historical Section of the General Staff in Ottawa. Similarly, considerable quantities of First World War financial records were destroyed in 1923 and 1926 on the grounds that they were “duplicate,” or that there had been “no occasion to refer to any of these Files for several years,” or that they were “of a routine nature.”

Canadian Expeditionary Force personnel records held overseas were consolidated at the War Records Office prior to demobilization. For fear of losing key documents, the decision was made not to cull files in their overseas location, even for duplicates. The Records Office at Militia Headquarters in Ottawa, although considerably expanded during the War, was swollen by overseas files, and a new Directorate of Records was established to take charge of all records created during the First World War relating to personnel. Instructions were issued to units in Canada that CEF files were to be reviewed, and select categories of documents, including medical records and the proceedings of courts of enquiry and courts martial, were to be removed and sent to the Directorate of Records. The residue was to be destroyed. The principal ongoing use for these files was for pension claims, and proposals were made in 1929 to
transfer the function from the Directorate of Records to the Department of Pensions and National Health. However, it was only in 1948 that this transfer occurred, with the creation of the War Service Records Division of the Department of Veterans Affairs. In 1960 these records were placed in the Public Archives Records Centre and transferred in 1971 to the new Personnel Records Centre of the Public Archives of Canada as semi-active operational records.

In the autumn of 1919 the records of the CWRO were shipped to Canada. They did not go to the Public Archives, but went instead to the Historical Section of the General Staff in Ottawa, where they were filed and arranged for the purpose of writing an official history of Canada’s war effort. Housed in various temporary buildings before shipment to the new Public Archives Record Centre in 1956, they were accessioned – along with First World War registry files – as archival documents in 1962. The CWRO photos were transferred from the Department of National Defence to the custody of the Public Archives in 1964. The CWMF donated its art to the Government of Canada in 1920. With rare exceptions, no painting ever came to the Public Archives. CWMF art was housed at the National Gallery of Canada until its transfer to the Canadian War Museum in 1971.

**The Archival Profile**

The creative role of the archivist – authorship – encompasses the spectrum of archival functions. To this point I have focussed on a very striking example of archival authorship, the activities of the Canadian War Records Office, and contrasted that with Doughty’s far more traditional wartime strategies, although Doughty’s role in authoring the archival record should not be understated – his intervention with creators would have concerned Jenkinson. (Doughty alerted the immediate record creators to the secondary uses to which their records might be subject, identified which records were of significance and those which were not, and even his decision to place greater value on records created by direct participants in events, rather than those created by onlookers, was an act of authorship.) Very briefly, I intend now to review the considerable profile the National Archives of Canada has subsequently given the records of the First World War that Beaverbrook and Doughty first helped to author.

The most stimulating literature in recent years in archival theory has focussed on appraisal, defined overwhelmingly as the key role of the archivist. Destruction, Tom Nesmith has observed, “creates some records as much as it ends the existence of others. It creates records by repositioning, or reframing other surviving records, or by removing aspects of their context of
understanding.” Decisions about what is kept and what is discarded reflect most vividly a politics of memory.

In an institutional context, the basis of an archivist’s authority is control over records destruction. This increased over time. Arthur Doughty had only a qualified right to identify historical records and negotiate their transfer to the Public Archives of Canada, and the Department of National Defence routinely destroyed records, as we have seen, without reference to Doughty or his successors. To some extent, the Dominion Archivist’s control strengthened with the establishment of the Public Records Committee in 1945, responsible for the approval of all records destruction within the federal government. Doughty sat on this committee *ex officio* as vice-chairman. Gustave Lanctôt, a member of the War Records Survey, was Dominion Archivist when in 1948 the committee approved an extensive program to cull the personnel files of ex-servicemen held at the Department of Veterans Affairs. Only records relevant to a potential pension claim – notably medical, dental, and pay documents – were to be retained. The removal and disposal of “unnecessary paper” on the First World War service files was completed by 1956. Yet only with the Public Record Order in 1966 did the Dominion Archivist obtain complete authority over records disposition. What remained of the heavily culled personnel files (with approximately thirty documents on the typical file) were appraised for their archival value in 1985, and accessioned as archival records in 1992 – the only large (albeit weeded) set of individual case files, numbering roughly 620,000, held in its entirety by the National Archives of Canada. The archival impulse to document the war in every detail has also been reflected in decisions to preserve all First World War subject files from both the official registries and the CWRO. These were accessioned in 1962, and the photographs were accessioned two years later.

Decisions about records creation, acquisition, and destruction demonstrate archival authorship most starkly. But to complete accession notices, to arrange and describe, and to prepare finding aids – what we call control work – is also to give records a profile; or, in a manner of speaking, to write a narrative. As others have commented, this is not innocent. Gerald Ham observed fifteen years ago that the preparation of inventories and finding aids for records “help[s] to establish their bona fides as legitimate collections.” Similarly, Nesmith argues, “when an archives seeks out certain records, selects them, then emphasizes or de-emphasizes them in various ways, it helps author them too. It reframes them, their value, importance, potential uses, meanings, and intelligibility. These actions, in effect, ‘create’ the records as much as the initial transcribing did.”

All records at the National Archives of Canada benefit from a basic accession notice – that minimal level of intellectual control that our responsibilities under federal access to information and privacy legislation require. But not all records benefit by a more detailed inventory description. Not all have a file or
item list – a finding aid. Fewer still have a more desirable, automated finding aid. Yet $180,000 was recently invested during a period of sharply contracting budgets to produce such a list for the CEF personnel files. Similar decisions are made with respect to preservation treatment. In light of limited conservation budgets, only select records qualify for processing into special file folders and custom archival containers, or receive special conservation treatment. Recently $15,000 was invested to remove mould from First World War officers’ files. Other files in our holdings are left untreated. We have also in the past microfilmed records (a select, small fraction of our total holdings) in order to place them on a medium accessible to researchers both in Ottawa and, through inter-institutional loan programs, around the world; the entire First-World War unit diaries were microfilmed during the 1970s. In our public programming, perhaps the highest of pedestals an archive can now offer is its website; the documents scanned and mounted there are conferred a particular prestige. The attestation forms completed by First World War recruits at the time of enlistment are virtually unique among the archival holdings of the National Archives of Canada in having been offered a place there at a cost now of $350,000 (and growing). The signals we send researchers are evident: the archival record of the First World War is of particular significance.

Throughout the gamut of professional activity, archivists practise a politics of memory, a determination of what will be remembered. This influence can be exercised overtly, by the records we create, acquire, and destroy. But our politics can also be practised more subtly, by the cues or prompts we give users of records. As the ultimate custodian of this archival record, the National Archives has written its own narrative of the war by its inclusive acquisition practices and the high profile it has given the archival record of the First World War. The war was an event to be documented in great detail, whose significance has warranted ongoing "reframing," to use Tom Nesmith’s expression, by means of preserving, arranging, describing, listing, publishing, and exhibiting. Judgements of value are embedded in every decision by which some records were given a far greater profile than others – and by which archivists at the National Archives of Canada have authored the Canadian military record of the First World War.

Conclusion

What happens to the usefulness of archives as evidence if we admit the role of the archivist, across the spectrum of archival functions, in authoring the record? What act does in fact the record document? The records of the First World War are scarcely reassuring on this count. Using examples drawn only from their initial stage of creation, it is evident, first of all, that the textual records the CWRO sought to produce were clearly concerned with documenting successes, various deeds of valour – not the failures of the Canadian mili-
tary. As well, we have seen Aitken’s complicity in the planting of false information in the communiqués he provided to the Canadian press. In the interest of creating a suitable record, moreover, official photographers were instructed not to represent Canadian dead. The CWRO would “stage” photos, often far behind the front, of what purported to be actual battle and manipulate the product to produce the desired effect, typically by adding shell bursts. A bronze sculpture called “Canada’s Golgotha,” by CWMF sculptor Derwent Wood, was particularly controversial, and demonstrated how tendentious representation in documentary art might be. Featuring a crucified Canadian soldier, nailed to a barn door by his jeering German captors at 2nd Ypres in April 1915, it drew a number of official German complaints immediately after the War. The incident, based on hearsay, could never be authenticated. This sculpture was used by the Germans as late as the Second World War as evidence of Entente propaganda.

The moral defence of the integrity of archives as evidence was the cornerstone of Jenkinson’s thought. But Jenkinson defined archival records narrowly, created as a means and a by-product of official transactions, accumulated and weeded naturally in the course of normal business activity for administrative ends, by their creator, or by successors inheriting operational needs. As the “unself-conscious residue of action,” not created for posterity, records are held to be “impartial” and “authentic.” Jenkinson’s archival undertaking to researchers was that a record rests unaltered since its acquisition from the creator or legitimate successor – hence the significance of unblemished custody. The archival record thus preserved enjoys a special status as a “most reliable source.” Archivists, Luciana Duranti argues in our day, cannot “consider themselves creators of archival value ... and at the same time view themselves as protectors of evidence.”

Archivists are faced with a choice. We could abjure a broad role both as creators of knowledge and guardians of memory in favour of a narrow mandate to protect evidence of official transactions. To this end, many archivists emphasize their responsibilities to define the circumstances under which records (specific kinds of document) can be deemed to be created reliably, authentically, and “unself-consciously” and weeded “naturally” according to operational requirement – recognizing no other document as archival. (By these criteria, the records of the CWRO do not qualify as archival.) A mere “document” is not of archival concern, only a “complete, reliable, and accurate” record. Accordingly, valuable work is currently underway, for instance, to establish the functional requirements for electronic record-keeping systems, based on documentation standards including the elements of “recordness” and the properties (integrity, completeness, accuracy and reliability) of evidence. This is the neo-Jenkinsonian position, often pursued with the laudable intent of ensuring administrative, legal, or political accountability.

This position is not so much wrong-headed as limiting. Archivists should
dedicate themselves to a far more encompassing memory function, tackling the issue of evidence in an alternative manner. We must recognize that a tremendous wealth of memory inhabits a wide range of documents. As a mediated product of a series of decisions, created by a will, for a purpose, to convey a message to an audience, a document’s meaning is rarely self-evident, and we must orient our work with it accordingly.\textsuperscript{175} To understand a document requires understanding the circumstances surrounding its creation and subsequent use, both prior to – and after – acquisition by an archive. Concern over the status of archives as evidence is consequently best addressed by means of directly confronting these two orders of contextual information.

First, archivists must have an understanding of the context within which documents are produced, and convey that understanding in their descriptive records. Context must be understood broadly as encompassing the political and social circumstances in which records are created; the administrative structures within which they are created; the bureaucratic procedures by which they are created; the records-keeping or information management systems and practices which control their organization and retrieval; the form and medium in which a document is created; and its custodial history. This is a familiar call\textsuperscript{176}.

But there is also a second order of equally critical contextual information, to which archivists are far less attentive. We must be frank about our own politics of memory. To this end we must consider factors of context raised by archival custody of records and again ask the same questions we had regarding the original context within which records were created. Archivists must have an understanding of the institutional context within which they, as archivists, author the archival record, and convey that understanding in their descriptive records. We must communicate to our users the institutional, legal, policy, and procedural framework in which archives function. We must articulate the constraints, including our professional standards, which help define the ways in which we exercise archival creativity within the descriptive records which we create. Most importantly, we must convey the nature of the advice on records creation that we as archivists offer, our appraisal decisions, our selection criteria, and our rationale for establishing priorities within and across the spectrum of our custodial and public programming activities. In a sentence, we must make evident our archives-making.\textsuperscript{177}

Are archivists independent creators of memory or handmaidens to the actual writers of our past? The answer is clear. Our memory of the past is embedded in a vast array of documents whose contents and meaning have been constituted and shaped along a long continuum of records manufacture astride which archivists are crucially poised. To be prepared to explain our archives-making across the spectrum of our work is to accept our accountability for these actions. It is also fully to acknowledge our authorship, our vital place in the creation of society’s memory. This is the agenda for a modern archival science.
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